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 Français (French) Anglais (English)  Impératif Imperative  
      tu Rentre ! you Go back in!  
 Infinitif Infinitive  nous Rentrons ! we Let's go back in!  
 rentrer to go back in  vous Rentrez ! you Go back in!  
           
 Présent Present  Futur Future  
 je rentre I go back in  je rentrerai I will go back in  
 tu rentres you go back in  tu rentreras you will go back in  
 il rentre he goes back in  il rentrera he will go back in  
 elle rentre she goes back in  elle rentrera she will go back in  
 on rentre it, one goes back in  on rentrera it, one will go back in  
 nous rentrons we go back in  nous rentrerons we will go back in  
 vous rentrez you go back in  vous rentrerez you will go back in  
 ils rentrent they go back in  ils rentreront they will go back in  
 elles rentrent they go back in  elles rentreront they will go back in  
           
 Passé composé Compound Past  Conditionnel Conditional  
 je suis rentré(e) I had gone back in, went back in  je rentrerais I would go back in  
 tu es rentré(e) you had gone back in, went back in  tu rentrerais you would go back in  
 il est rentré(e) he had gone back in, went back in  il rentrerait he would go back in  
 elle est rentré(e) she had gone back in, went back in  elle rentrerait she would go back in  
 on est rentré(e) it, one had gone back in, went back in  on rentrerait it, one would go back in  
 nous sommes rentré(e)s we had gone back in, went back in  nous rentrerions we would go back in  
 vous êtes rentré(e)(s) you had gone back in, went back in  vous rentreriez you would go back in  
 ils sont rentré(e)s they had gone back in, went back in  ils rentreraient they would go back in  
 elles sont rentré(e)s they had gone back in, went back in  elles rentreraient they would go back in  
           
 Imparfait Imperfect  Subjonctif Subjunctive  
 je rentrais I was going back in  que je rentre that I go back in  
 tu rentrais you were going back in  que tu rentres that you go back in  
 il rentrait he was going back in  qu'il rentre that he goes back in  
 elle rentrait she was going back in  qu'elle rentre that she goes back in  
 on rentrait it, one was going back in  qu'on rentre that it, one goes back in  
 nous rentrions we were going back in  que nous rentrions that we go back in  
 vous rentriez you were going back in  que vous rentriez that you go back in  
 ils rentraient they were going back in  qu'ils rentrent that they go back in  
 elles rentraient they were going back in  qu'elles rentrent that they go back in  
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